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Abstract
Real properties located within a ratable area are subjected to rating by the local authorities. Among the other types of properties the Telecommunication Towers are one of the important hereditaments which have increased in a significant number in the recent past in Sri Lanka. The system of property assessment tax for Residential, Commercial, Agricultural and the other types of properties are well established in the country. There is no proper practice to calculate the annual value of a tower and at present the contractors’ method is applying. The rule that where good rental is available, the other method of valuation must not be considered (case of Garton Vs Hunter). This paper aims to analyze the determinants of the rental value, currently paid to towers in order to derive a better approach.

In addition to the data gathered from Rating cards and Building applications, a structured questionnaire was conducted with the Service Providers of 74 towers in Gampaha District, was used for the analysis. Access to tower, terrain height from mean sea level, distance to neighborhood, distance to city, distance to public institutions (schools and hospitals), number of channels, land value, tower height, age of the tower, public objections and population density were treated as independent variables.

The correlation results reveal that there is a positive correlation between the ground rental value and the value of the land plot (+.621), population density (+.403) and the access to tower (+.462). The distance from the city center, the tower height and Distance from Hospital indicates a negative impact (-0.323), (-0.503) and (-0.243) on the ground rental value.
Analysis reveal that in estimating the rental value the positively correlated factors should be given a higher weight and the rental value based method can be applied to telecommunication towers for rating purpose.
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### Introduction

Real properties located within a ratable area are subjected to rating by the local authorities. Among the other types of properties the Telecommunication Towers are one of the important hereditaments which have increased in a significant number in the recent past in Sri Lanka. Telecommunication towers has become an essential item especially in wireless telecommunication sector with the development of wireless telecommunication technologies such as CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access), GSM (Global System for Mobile), WAP (wireless Web Access), etc. In Sri Lankan context, most of telecommunication towers have been constructed with the introduction of mobile telephone networks in early 1990s, even though there are few towers which have histories over 30 years. Telecommunications sector reforms in Sri Lanka began in 1980 with the de-linking of government owned posts and telecommunications services. Industry has been developed in explosive growth in the wireless telecommunications and the construction of telecommunications towers. The need for towers will continue to grow in the near term as new technologies. (Jayasuriya and Knight, 2004)

Telecommunication tower can be identified as a hereditament according to the following definition of the respective Act and Ordinances.

1. Under Sec. **230 of MC ordinance**, a 'hereditament' is any house, building, land or tenement.
2. Under Sec. **160 of UC ordinance** a 'hereditament' is any immovable property or any species of immovable property situated within the town.
3. Under Sec. **134 of PS Act**, any immovable property or any species of immovable property situated in localities declared by the Pradesiya Sabha.

Telecommunication tower is a hereditament in a valuation list of the local authority. It is assessed for the purpose of assessment tax. There are three major tax bases for levying rates,